Through reading landscapes not just culturally but ecologically, we can discover that some places are better suited for specific uses than others, and some places are downright dangerous. For instance, we know that floodplains are prone to fill with water, at times quite rapidly. If we allow houses, schools, towns, resorts, or industries to locate (and relocate) in flood-prone places, people and economies are put in harm's way, yet we continue the practice. Likewise, earthquakes can injure and kill people and result in extensive damage to property. Common sense suggests that a known and active fault zone is an unwise location for a nuclear power plant, yet worldwide we have located some nuclear facilities on these high-risk areas. We have the knowledge to minimize harm by locating development away from floodplains, fault zones, and storm-surge areas. We can also design buildings and landscapes that limit structural damage and minimize risk to people and other lifeforms.
Since Ian L. McHarg (1969) called on us to "design with nature," ecologists and other environmental scientists have contributed much to the inventory and analysis phases of the planning process, from the specific site to regional levels. The ability to gather scientific information about an environment and then to assess its opportunities and constraints has been significantly advanced through computer-based geographical information systems (GIS) technology. By these approaches, we know that many areas are suitable for several uses. Flat land not in a floodplain, for example, is often well-suited for farming and urban development.
Most land-use and planning decisions are made by analyzing the various options that lie ahead, which may involve documenting, through various measures, the anticipated positive and negative impacts of each option (Palazzo and Steiner 2011) . For instance, more urban development usually results in additional infrastructure and public services; it also results in more hard, impervious surfaces. Such impervious surfaces increase stormwater runoff and flooding. These increases can be estimated for the land-use options under consideration.
After preferred options, including inaction, are determined, then objectives are established that outline the specific steps that need to be taken to accomplish the goals for the plan. If a community's goal is to reduce the danger of floods, an objective may be to limit impervious surfaces to less than 15 percent in any new development. The establishment of objectives might involve resetting or revising goals. With goals and objectives in place, a specific course of action can be determined.
Next, that course is pursued. This might involve enacting a regulation (for instance, allowing no buildings in a floodplain) or designing a new park (for instance, retaining natural habitat in the floodplain) and securing the funds to pay for the new park (for instance, using a public-private partnership to generate the money to purchase property in the floodplain). The actions may be bold or modest. These measures can be informed through design experiments that explore the spatial consequences of actions; by analysis, such as the reading of landscape through ecological and cultural perspectives; and from short-term and long-term projections of the population, transportation, and other public-service demands and needs, and the economy.
Although such analysis is most helpful in the planning process, it is not by itself planning. On the other hand, designers and planners are primarily motivated by a desire to intervene positively in the world around them.
Their central aim is to maximize the public good and to envision a better quality of life for a neighborhood, city, region, and, to some extent, the world. The best planners and landscape architects depend on the best and most reliable data available, but their ultimate goal is to apply that knowledge in practical and creative ways that inform their vision and inspire their designs and plans.
Planners and designers are trained to explore various options in all settings and to help resolve spatial conflicts.
These processes involve weighing the benefits and costs associated with each option and taking account of the potential winners and losers, paying particular attention to the needs of socially vulnerable communities.
While creativity is always an asset, and some aspects of the planning process are more of an art than a science, planning should be undertaken with a basic knowledge of law, precedent, design, geography, and history.
Effective planners inevitably are those who are strong in both analysis and imagination.
As actions are taken to implement designs and plans and to achieve established goals and objectives, all concerned and affected need to remain flexible in order to adjust to inevitable change. For example, a dam or a diversion tunnel might alter a floodplain for a river or stream; as a result, a city or town may rethink where the best spots are for houses, businesses, greenways, and parks. Global climate change is also affecting landscapes everywhere, as weather and temperature vary from historic norms, as biomes migrate toward the poles, as the ranges of the bumblebee and other creatures shrink, as fruit trees and plants flower unseasonably early, and so on. As long as plans and designs are time-sensitive and can adjust to changing natural and cultural/economic conditions, communities can better adapt. Sharing designs and plans is key to helping a citizenry, especially those most affected, to visualize the consequences of change and the potential courses for adaptation over time.
Citizens need to be involved in making plans and creating designs. The public can, from the beginning, help set goals and objectives; share local knowledge of neighborhoods, communities, and landscapes; determine best uses and design options; select courses for moving forward; take actions; and project adjustments to changes. City plans and urban designs are, ultimately, political acts and, as such, they require the involvement, intelligence, and ownership of the communities that are impacted. Increasing ecological literacy and an understanding of landscapes can help the public more effectively engage in the development of plans and designs.
AN E X AM PLE : AUSTI N , TE X A S (USA)
Austin, Texas, is one of the most rapidly growing cities in the United States (2016 population: 947,890). The city and its surrounding region are expected to continue to grow through the 21 st century. The location of the state capital and a large research university, Austin also houses many high-tech businesses and a robust music industry. The city has been an environmental leader and innovator, notably in the areas of water quality, green building, and habitat conservation. It has a less stellar record in suburban sprawl, traffic congestion and modern light rail, and, historically, racial segregation.
In 2009, city leaders decided to embark on its first comprehensive plan since the landmark 1979 Austin Tomorrow plan (published in 1980). The city engaged Wallace Roberts & Todd (WRT) of Philadelphia to lead a team of consultants. As Wallace, McHarg, Roberts, and Todd, the firm had influenced the 1979 plan through its water quality plan for Lake Austin (1976) . A citizens' advisory task force was organized to help guide and inform the planning process.
The city council set three "overarching goals" for the new plan: community engagement, sustainability, and implementation. The citizens' advisory task force especially engaged in numerous activities involving the public (Steiner 2018) . Named Imagine Austin, seven key principles and 23 objectives were set for the comprehensive plan after considerable public participation (Table 1 ). The citizens of Austin decided they want their city to be more livable, natural and sustainable, creative, educated, prosperous, and mobile and interconnected. In addition, they agreed to seek a city that values and respects people. Reaching consensus on these principles and their associated objectives (goals) was not an easy matter. It involved considerable discussion and often heated debate-a deliberative process (Forester 1999) .
To translate these goals into actions, the planners needed to understand and to communicate the social and Nations' global goal. SDG 15 promotes the protection, restoration, and promotion of terrestrial ecosystems.
Ecological plans and designs can augment places so they become more just and often more profitable, so they how to relate better to one another in our communities and cities and shared Earth. As a start, the ecosystemservices concept provides a useful framework to assess the consequences of city and regional plans on the environment, socioeconomics, and public health, safety, and welfare. There is an ongoing need for change in urban design and planning theory and practice so they reflect current needs and aspirations. Ecological literacy for those involved in the planning and design processes is an essential base for any design or plan to be relevant in today's world. Landscape architects and planners need to have the wisdom to link ecological information to actions across many scales, communities, and regions. Already there is ample information about how natural environments of every kind operate, but decision-makers need to embrace that knowledge more fully and use it more wisely when taking action.
TA B LE 1 : D E S I R E D CH A R AC TE R I STI C S O F AU STI N
In his insightful article "Reading through a Plan," Brent Ryan observes, "plans continue to constitute the major printed currency of the planning profession, perhaps because the public continues to see plans as meaningful expressions of future intentions for a place" (Ryan 2011: 309) . Furthermore, Ryan contends that "generating plans is perhaps the central creative act of the planning profession" (2011: 309), and, drawing on Michael
Neuman, that plan-making is the act which "gave planning its name (Neuman 1998: 216) . The process leading to the creation of plans can help us understand what Ryan calls their factual meaning, contextual meaning, and temporal meaning.
We understand-we learn-both by doing, that is, by making plans, and by reflecting (Schön 1983) and by
